LSBR Virtual Foster Program
LSBR is excited to launch a Virtual Foster Program. Wherever you are, you can now
foster a dog for LSBR and save a life!
If you are unable to foster a dog in your home but “wish” you could foster, the Virtual
Foster Program provides you the opportunity to be personally responsible for a specific
dog without the home care.
Hereʼs how it works….
Be a Virtual Foster “Angel”…
For a $500 VF “Angel” sponsorship, you enable LSBR to rescue a dog and provide the
dog basic vetting (vaccines, heartworm test, worming, micro-chip) and one monthʼs
boarding.
This level of sponsorship not only gets a dog to safety and in the LSBR program, but
also provides LSBR time to find a foster and/or adoptive home for the dog within that
month. VFʼs allow LSBR to save many more dogs needing rescue daily from our local
shelters.
For dogs that require vetting beyond the basics, a higher level of VF sponsorship may
be required.
If $500 or more is a little too high for your budget, consider asking family, friends, and
co-workers to form a Virtual Foster Group. Forming a VF Group is a great way to help
those dogs that need additional care.
Be a Virtual Foster “Hero”…
For a monthly $200 VF “Hero” sponsorship, you enable LSBR to board a dog that may
take longer to place in a foster or adoptive home due to health or behavioral reasons.

Boarding costs add up quickly and are a huge financial burden to LSBR. Your VF “Hero”
sponsorship provides LSBR time to offer a dog the rehabilitative care it needs before
going into a foster or adoptive home.
What you get as a VFP…
As a LSBR Virtual Foster, you will receive regular photos and updates on your foster
dog from the moment the dog is transported to the vet until the dog finds its “forever”
home. Once the dog is permanently adopted, you will receive a VFP certificate and
photo of the dog mailed to your home.
With the VFʼs permission, LSBR would also like to acknowledge Virtual Fosterʼs on our
website. In addition, for each dog a VF sponsors, they will receive a free ticket to our
next Casino night yearly fundraiser as well as invitations to participate in future events.
Virtual Foster Commitment…
Your $500 VF “Angel” sponsorship is all that is required to become a new dogʼs virtual
foster. If your virtual foster dog needs additional sponsorship for vetting or boarding
beyond a month, you will have the opportunity to sponsor those expenses but are not
required to.
As a $250 VF Hero, you will receive monthly progress reports about your virtual foster.
You may also visit your VF at the kennel. While the dog is in boarding, LSBR asks that
your monthly support continue until your virtual foster dog finds a foster or adoptive
home. If you are not able to continue monthly support, LSBR just asks for a minimum
two weekʼs notice. In addition, we welcome you to visit your Virtual Foster and take
him/her for walks (by appointment only).
Become an LSBR Virtual Foster TODAY! Enjoy the foster experience of saving a dogʼs
life and bringing joy to the family who adopts your foster.
How to become a VF…
Email Sharon Reitman at belleboxer@comcast.net or Ann Callan at Ann@bwps.com

or,
go to www.lsbr.org and click on “Sponsor a pet”. You will then be able to make a secure
VF donation through PayPal and LSBR will be able to direct the funds to your foster
dogʼs expenses. We will need your email address so when you use Pay Pal please
write in the notes section the dog you wish to sponsor as well as send an email to Ann
and Sharon.
Thank you for your support and we look forward to sharing the joy of rescue with you!
From the Volunteers ofLone Star Boxer Rescue

